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Abstract: Quantitative relation between spatial similarity degree and map scale change plays an
important role in automated map generalization; however, no method has been found to calculate
it. Thus, this paper focuses on this issue. It firstly constructs an approach to calculating spatial
similarity degrees between road networks on maps at different scales; then it validates the
approach and obtains a number of points by a psychological experiment using some
representative road networks at multiple scales, taking spatial similarity degree (say, y ) and map
scale change (say, x ) as the coordinates of each point. After this, it forms a formula for
calculating y by x . The formula can be used to determine quantitative relations between spatial
similarity degree and map scale change in multi-scale representation of road networks on maps.
Keywords: spatial similarity degree; map scale change; map generalization; road networks;
multi-scale representation.

1 Introduction
Map generalization, a technique for producing smaller scale maps using larger scale ones (Ruas
2001; Mackaness et al. 2007; Mackaness and Reimer 2014), is a kind of similarity transformation.
If the similarity degree between the generalized map and the original ones is calculable, it should
be a help to automated map generalization (Yan 2010; Zhang et al. 2013); because if the
quantitative similarity is unknown, a map generalization system does not know to what extent an
original map should be generalized while the system is executing for generating a resulting map
at a given scale, and therefore it does not know when to stop a map generalization procedure (Yan
2014).
Supposed that an object (or a group of objects) A is represented as Am and Ak respectively at
scales m and k . Previous study (Yan 2015; 2016) has given the definition of spatial similarity
relations in multi-scale map spaces, presented the concepts of map scale change Cm,k 

m
and
k

spatial similarity degree Sim(Am , Ak ) , and revealed that they depend on each other in map
generalization. It has also addressed the four factors taking effects in spatial similarity judgments
(i.e. topological relations, direction relations, distance relations, and attributes) and obtained their
weights by experiments (Yan 2016), i.e. wtopo log ival  0.22 , wdirection  0.25 , wdis tan ce  0.31 and

wattribute  0.22 , respectively. It has also proposed the formulae for calculating spatial similarity
degrees among individual linear feature (Yan 2015) and among river basin networks (Yan 2016)
on multi-scale maps. Nevertheless, the formulae cannot adapt to the generalization of the other
map features such as individual polygonal settlements/islands, clusters of contour lines and road
networks. Thus, this paper focuses on road networks and aims at constructing a formula to
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describe the quantitative relations between Cm,k and Sim(Am , Ak ) .
After the introduction, an approach to calculating the Sim(Am , Ak ) between road networks at
different scales is addressed, and a number of points taking < Cm,k , Sim(Am , Ak ) > as coordinates
are obtained by means of an experiment using some multi-scale road networks (Section 2); after
this the formula for calculating spatial similarity degrees among multi-scale road networks is
constructed by the curve fitting methods (Section 3), and a number of insights into the formula
are done (Section 4); finally, some conclusions are drawn (Section 5).

2 Approach to Calculating Spatial Similarity Degrees among Road Networks in
Multi-scale Map Spaces
Suppose that Al is a road network consisting of N l roads on the map at scale l , Am is a generalized
road network of Al consisting of N m roads at scale m .Their properties and the weights are

P  {PTopo log ical , PDirection , PDis tan ce , PAttribute }
respectively. Because Sim( Al , Am ) 

and

4

 w Sim
i 1

W  {wTopo log ical , w Direction , w Dis tan ce , w Attribute}

pi

i

,

, where, wi W and Pi  P ; i  1, 2,3, 4 .

Al , Am
P

P

P

P

log ical
Dis tan ce
Attribute
The four weights are known. Thus, if SimATopo
, SimAlDirection
, Am , SimAl , Am and SimAl , Am are known,
l , Am

Sim( Al , Am ) can be easily obtained.
P

log ical
2.1 Calculation of SimATopo
l , Am

To calculate the similarity degree of two road networks in topological relations, it is necessary to
know the difference of the topological relations between the two road networks at different scales.
There are totally two topological relations between two roads on the map, i.e. topologically
disjoint (e.g. R1 and R3 in Fig.1(a)) and topologically intersected (e.g. R2 and R3 in Fig.1(a)).
Matrix B with Nl  Nl integer elements and matrix C with N m  N m integer elements are used
for recording the topological relations of the original road network at scale l and that of the
generalized road network at scale m . Let Bij  B ji  1 if the i th road and the j th road on the
original map are intersected; otherwise, let Bij  B ji  0 . Similarly, let Cij  C ji  1 if the i th road
and the j th road on the generalized map are intersected; otherwise, let Cij  C ji  0 . Based on the
two matrix,
log ical
SimATopo
 1
l , Am

P

DTopo log ical
Nl  Nl

(1)

where, DTopo log ical is the topological differences of the road network at scales l and m . It can be
calculated using the following method described in computer language C.
Step 1: let DTopo log ical =0;
Step 2: take an element Cij from C starting from i  0 and j  0 . Cij denotes the topological
relations between the i th road and the j th road on the map at scale m .
Step 3: search B for the element B pq that records the topological relations of the i th road and
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the j th road on the map at scale m .
Step 4: If no Bpq  Cij can be found, DTopo log ical ++.
Step 5: i++; j++.
Step 6: if i  N m or j  N m , end the procedure; else go to step 3.
R2
R3

R1

(a) Original city road map at scale

l.

Legend
Multilane road
Major road
Street
(b) Generalized map at scale

m

Avenue

Fig.1 A road network and its generalized
version.
P

2.2 Calculation of SimAlDirection
, Am
Roads on maps are seldom moved before and after map generalization, so the change in direction
relations can be viewed as equal to 1 and does not need to be further discussed.
P

2.3 Calculation of SimAlDis, Atanm ce
Similarity of road networks in distance relations can be evaluated base on road density ( D )
which is defined as the ratio of the length ( L ) of the region's total roads to the region's land area
( A ).

D

L
A

(2)

Map generalization may lead to the decrease of the number of roads on the map and enlarge the
distance among roads, and therefore reduce the road density. Hence,

SimAPlDis, Atanm ce 

Dm
Dl

(3)
P

It is obvious that the more roads are deleted, the less Dm is, and the less SimAlDis, Atanm ce is. This means
the similarity degree between the original road network and generalized one decrease with the
number of roads in map generalization.
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P

2.4 Calculation SimAlAttribute
, Am
Similarity in attributes of road networks depends on a number of attributes such as road type, road
class, road condition, etc. To simplify the problem, road class is used to represent the differences
of road attributes, which is denoted by the class value.
nm

SimAPlAttribute
, Am 

L
j 1
nl

m
j

 C mj
(4)

 L C
i 1

l
i

l
i

where, L is the length of the i th road in the road network at scale l ; Cil is the class value of the
l
i

i th road in the road network at scale l ; Lmj is the length of the j th road in the road network at
scale m ; and C mj is the class value of the j th road in the road network at scale m .
nl

Here,

 L C
i 1

nm

L
j 1

m
j

l
i

l
i

can be viewed as the total class value of the road network at scale l ;

 C mj is the total class value of the road network at scale m . Thus, SimAPlAttribute
, Am represents

the percentage of the total class values of the two road networks.

(b) 1: 20K

(a) 1: 10K

(c) 1: 50K

(d) 1: 100K

(e) 1: 250K

(f) 1: 500K

Fig.2 An ordinary road network at different map scales

3 Construction of the formula
To form the formula, a psychological experiment has been done using three representative road
networks at multiple scales as examples. The experiment validates the proposed approach for
calculating similarity degrees; on the other hand, it generates a number of points taking
Cm,k and Sim(Am , Ak ) as coordinates. Based on the points, the curve fitting method is employed
and the formula is obtained.
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3.1 Psychological experiment
Correctness of approaches is often addressed through model validation (Hagen-Zanker 2009;
Banks et al. 2010; Sargent 2011). The new approach is validated by a psychological experiment
because spatial similarity judgment roots itself in human’s cognition.
The experiment was done on October 20, 2013 in Lanzhou Jiaotong University, China. The
subjects are 50 students at undergraduate level majoring in geography and each of them has at
least six-month work experience in making maps.

(b) 1: 20K

(a) 1: 10K

(d) 1: 100K

(c) 1: 50K

(e) 1: 250K

(f) 1: 500K

Fig.3 A road network with ring roads at different map scales.

(b) 1: 20K

(a) 1: 10K

(c) 1: 50K

(d) 1: 100K

(e) 1: 250K

(f) 1:500K

Fig.4 A road network with zigzag roads at different map scales.

Three road networks provided by the Administration of Gansu Geoinformatics Centre, China, are
used in the experiment (Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.4). Each consists of the original road network at a
larger scale and the other five generalized road networks at different smaller scales. In each figure,
the spatial similarity degree between the original road network and each of the five other
generalized ones is calculated using the approach proposed in Section 2 and listed in Table 1.
In the experiment, the road networks are printed and distributed to the subjects along with the
spatial similarity degrees. The subjects are required to answer if they are agree/disagree with the
similarity degrees or have no idea about them.
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It should be noticed that Sim(Figia , Figib ) in Table 1 refers to the spatial similarity degree
between (a) and (b) in the corresponding figure; Sim(Figia , Figic ) , Sim(Figia , Figid ) ,

Sim(Figia , Figie )

and

Sim(Figia , Figif )

have

the

similar

meaning;

Ca ,b / Ca,c / Ca ,d / Ca ,e / Ca , f refers to the map scale change from (a) to (b)/(c)/(d)/(e)/(f) in the
corresponding figure; N Agree / N Disagree is the number of the subjects that agree/disagree with the
spatial similarity degrees; and N Noidea is the number of the subjects that have no idea about the
spatial similarity degrees.
In Table 1 the numbers of the subjects that agree with the calculated spatial similarity degrees are
50, 49 and 48 out of 50. Hence, the proposed approach is acceptable, and the coordinate pairs
consisting of Sim(Figij , Figik ) and C j ,k are credible to be used to construct the formula for
describing quantitative relations between spatial similarity degree and map scale change.
3.2 Formation of the formula by the curve fitting method
Table 1 Calculated spatial similarity degrees and the subjects’ responses

Fig.2
Fig.3
Fig.4

Sim(Figia , Figib ) ,

Ca , b ,

Sim(Figia , Figic ) ,

Ca , c ,

N Agree ,

Sim(Figia , Figid ) ,
Sim(Figia , Figie ) ,
Sim(Figia , Figif )

Ca ,d ,

N Disagree ,

Ca ,d ,

N Noidea

0.77, 0.52, 0.31, 0.22, 0.18
0.75, 0.55, 0.37, 0.28, 0.19
0.68, 0.49, 0.34, 0.28, 0.16

Ca ,d
2, 5, 10, 25, 50
2, 5, 10, 25, 50
2, 5, 10, 25, 50

50, 0, 0
49, 0, 1
48, 0, 2

The coordinate pairs < C j ,k , Sim(Figij , Figik ) > in Table 1 form 15 points. In addition, a road
network is wholly similar to itself, i.e. C j , j =1 and Sim(Figij , Figij )  1.00 . Thus, totally 16
points can be obtained. They are as follows:
(2, 0.77), (5, 0.52), (10, 0.31), (25, 0.22), (50, 0.18),
(2, 0.75), (5, 0.55), (10, 0.37), (25, 0.28), (50, 0.19),
(2, 0.68), (5, 0.49), (10, 0.34), (25, 0.28), (50, 0.16).
(1, 1.00)
Let x  Ci ,k and y  Sim( Figij , Figik ) . A general formula for the relation between C j ,k and

Sim(Figij , Figik ) may be y  f ( x) .
Because curve fitting can capture the trend in the data across the entire range, and can be used as
an aid for data visualization to infer values of the function where no data are available and to
summarize the relationships among two or more variables (Kolb 1984; Arlinghaus 1994), it is
selected to substantiate the formula. Five candidate functions are chosen for the curve fitting.
They are (1) y  a1 x  a0 , (2) y  a2 x 2  a1 x  a0 , (3) y  a2ea1x  a0 , (4) y  a1 ln(x)  a 0 and
(5) y  x a .
The five resulting curves and formulae are shown in Fig.5. R 2 is used to compare the candidate
functions. The greater the R 2 , the better its corresponding curve (Lanczos 1988), i.e. the curve
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with the greatest R 2 among all of the candidates is the best curve fitting the point set. In this
curve fitting, the resulting formula is
(5)
y =1.0022x 0.439
because its R2  0.9754 is the greatest in the five R 2 of the candidate curves.

4 Discussion
Some insights can be gained from the formula for describing the quantitative relations between
map scale change and spatial similarity degree of road networks in multi-scale map spaces.
·Above all, Formula (5) can be used to calculate the spatial similarity degree ( y ) if the map scale
change ( x ) of the original and the generalized road networks is known. On the other hand, the
inverse function of the formula can also be obtained and used to calculate the map scale change
between a map and its generalized result if the spatial similarity degree is given.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig.5 Constructing the formula using
the curve fitting method.

(e)

·Formula (5) is an empirical function which means the results calculated by it are not strictly
accurate. Its accuracy relies on the points used in curve fitting. Generally, the more accurate the
original points are and the more points are used in the curve fitting, the more accurate the formula
is. Thus, more experiments should be done using more representative road networks and find
more subjects with different cultural backgrounds to improve the accuracy and adaptability of the
formula.
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·The domain of the formula is x [1, ) , and the range is y [0，
1] . Hence, the formula can be
used to interpolate any values belonging to the domain (and belonging to the range if the invers
function is used). Nevertheless, x  1 is meaningless and out of the scope of this study, for it
denotes the resulting map scale is greater than the original one which is impossible in map
generalization.
For example, a road network at scale 1:1 000 is generalized to get a map at scale 1:2 000. The
spatial similarity degree between the maps at 1:1 000 and 1:2 000 can be calculated by

y =1.0022x 0.439 =1.0022  2-0.439  0.739
Suppose that the map at 1:1 000 is generalized to produce a map at 1:500, the spatial similarity
degree between the maps at 1:1000 and 1:500 can be calculated by

y =1.0022x 0.439 =1.0022  0.5-0.439  1.359
This result is meaningless, because it denotes that the generalized map is more similar than the
original map itself if both of them are compared with the original map.
·This formula is a potential tool for improving the automation of map generalization. For example,
a 1:1 000 road map is used to produce a map at scale 1:5 000. The spatial similarity degree
(say, yt ) between the two maps can be obtained using Formula (5), because the map scale change
can be easily calculated. In the process of road network generalization, when an intermediate map
is produced it may be compared with the original road network and their spatial similarity degree
(say, y p ) can be calculated using the approaches proposed in Section 2. If yt  y p is less than a
given tolerant value, this means the intermediate map is an acceptable map at scale 1:5 000 and
the generalization can be stopped; otherwise, continue with the generalization process. Thus,
spatial similarity degrees help the map generalization system to stop the map generalization
procedure automatically.

5 Conclusions
Spatial similarity degree between road networks on maps at multiple scales can facilitate the
automation of map generalization. This paper focuses on the issue and proposes an approach for
calculating spatial similarity degrees between road networks at multiple scales. It validates the
approach and constructs a formula for quantitatively describing the relations between map scale
change and spatial similarity degree by means of the curve fitting method using the point data
from a psychological experiment. The formula can be used to calculate spatial similarity degree if
map scale change is given, and vice versa. It would be our future work to integrate the proposed
formula and approach into a map generalization system and improve the automation ability of
map generalization.
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